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Abstract—The sliding window (SW) approach has been proposed as an
effective means of reducing the memory requirements as well as the de-
coding latency of the maximum a posteriori (MAP) based soft-input soft-
output (SISO) decoder in a Turbo decoder. In this paper, we present sub-
banked memory implementations (both single port and dual port) of the
SWSISO decoder that achieves high throughput, low decoding latency, and
reduced memory energy consumption. Our contributions include deriva-
tion of the optimal memory sub-banked structure for different SW con-
figurations, study of the relationship between memory size and energy con-
sumption for different SW configurations and study of the effect of number
of sub-banks on the throughput/decoding latency for a given SW configu-
ration.

Index Terms—High throughput, memory sub-banking, sliding window
(SW), tradeoffs, Turbo decoder.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Turbo codes have become very popular because of
their near-optimal performance [1], and have been adopted in mobile
standards such as 3GPP for IMT-2000 and wideband code division
multiple access (WCDMA). The superior performance is due to a com-
bination of parallel concatenated coding, iterative decoding, large in-
terleaver size, etc. The large frame size of Turbo codes and the itera-
tive decoding process results in large decoding latency. The decoding
latency has to be reduced in order to make Turbo-based systems ac-
ceptable for real-time voice communication and other applications that
require instant data processing, like hard disk storage and optical trans-
mission.
The Turbo decoder consists of two soft-input soft-output (SISO)

decoders and interleavers/de-interleavers; the decoding latency is a
function of the interleaver latency and the SISO decoding latency. In
order to reduce the decoding latency and increase the throughput of
the SISO decoder, the sliding window (SW) approach has been used in
[2]–[6]. A comprehensive study of the tradeoffs between area, energy,
and throughput for different SW configurations was done in [3] for
monolithic memory. A similar analysis of computational hardware
and memory for SISO a posteriori probability (APP) algorithm using
a tile graph was presented in [6].
Most of the existing work on Turbo decoder architectures assume

a monolithic memory structure. However, memory sub-banking is an
effective means of achieving high throughput as discussed in [4], [5],
[7]. The implementation in [4] employed three unique data RAMs with
read-modify-write access in single cycle, while the one in [5] employed
two dual-port data RAMs. The discussions in [4], [5] were limited to
the � = 1 case presented in this paper.
In this work, we derive a systematic way of generating sub-banked

structures using standard RAMs for high throughput SW-based SISO
decoders. We evaluate the structures with respect to area, throughput,
and energy consumption and provide a tradeoff analysis between the
different parameters. The main contributions are as follows.

• Derivation of the optimal single-port memory sub-banking
structure (number and size of each sub-bank) that supports
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very high throughput and low SISO decoding latency for a
given SW configuration (corresponding to a specific value of
�).

• Study of the relationship between number of sub-banks,
memory size, throughput and memory energy for a given
SW configuration.

• Study of throughput, number of sub-banks, memory size and
memory energy for different SW configurations.

Such a comprehensive study is intended to aid the designer in choosing
the optimal memory configuration given the constraints on memory
size, number of sub-banks, throughput/decoding latency and energy
consumption.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief

description of Turbo coders, maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm
and application of SW on MAP-based SISO decoder. Section III de-
rives the memory size and number of single-port and dual-port sub-
banks for the proposed optimal sub-banking structure, followed by
trade-offs between throughput, memory size, number of sub-banks and
energy consumption for nonoptimal schemes. This section also pro-
vides comparisons with previous work. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. SISO DECODER ARCHITECTURE

A. Turbo Decoder Structure

A Turbo encoder and an iterative decoder are shown in Fig. 1. The
Turbo encoder consists of two recursive systematic convolutional
(RSC) encoders and an interleaver. The Turbo decoder consists of two
SISO decoders (corresponding to the two RSC encoders), an inter-
leaver (I) and a de-interleaver (I�1) placed between the two decoders.
The first SISO decoder generates soft outputs, which are interleaved
and used to produce an improved estimate of the apriori probabilities
of the information sequence for the second decoder. The output of
the second SISO decoder is fed to the first SISO decoder through the
de-interleaver. The SISO decoders are typically implemented using
the MAP class of algorithms. The MAP algorithm estimates the most
likely information bit in a coded sequence.

B. Map Algorithm

The MAP algorithm minimizes the symbol (or bit) error probability.
For each transmitted symbol, it generates a soft output in the form of
APP based on the received sequence. The log-likelihood ratio �(ct)
can be computed as

�(ct) �
�

max
e2B

f�t�1[S(e)] + t(e) + �t[E(e)]g

�
�

max
e2B

f�t�1[S(e)] + t(e) + �t[E(e)]g (1)

for 1 � t � N , where N is the frame length, Bi

t is the set of trellis
transitions e that are caused by input ct = i, i 2 f0; 1g, S(e) and
E(e) are the start and end states of trellis transition e. �t and �t are
the path metrics, and t is the branch metrics at time t. It is shown
in [1] that � can be computed with a forward recursion and � can be
computed with a backward recursion. The function

�

max is defined as
max�fx; yg maxfx; yg + �(x; y), where �(x; y) is a correction
factor [8].

C. Sliding Window Approach

In the standard MAP-based SISO decoder, the decoding latency is
equal to the received frame size. For large frames, the memory required
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Fig. 1. Turbo encoder and iterative decoder. (Adopted from [1]).

Fig. 2. SW configurations. (a) and (b)M = 1. (c)M = 2. (d)M = 3 cases.

for the decoder is also excessive, since for a frame of size N , the de-
coder needs to store N survivors and N survivor path metrics during
the forward and backward recursion calculations.
The SW approach partly eliminates the large storage problem of

SISO decoders by initializing the � and/or � metrics at an intermediate
stage. In fact, it can start at any stage, and after a depth of L stages, the
decision is likely to be made as reliably as starting from the initial stage
[3], [7]. L is typically 5 to 10 times the constraint length. The SW ap-
proach can be applied either (1) to � or � metric calculation, or (2) to
both � and � metrics calculations.
In order to better explain the SW approach, we introduce a parameter

� defined as the ratio of actual metrics calculated per dummy metric.
Let � = p=q, where p and q are integers, and p=q is an irreducible ra-
tional number. Then, the number of stages of actual calculations for
L dummy stages of calculations is �L (by definition). Let the data
frame be divided into blocks of size L=q. Then each frame consists
of K = qN=L data blocks. Let M be the number of blocks that are
processed concurrently for high throughput applications. Concurrent
processing is achieved by pipelining the computation units byM levels
and processing theM blocks in an interleaved fashion. Fig. 2 describes
different SW configurations, where each configuration is represented
in a two-dimensional space with the vertical axis corresponding to the
data blocks and the horizontal axis corresponding to time-slots (defined
by the time required to process one data block). Fig. 2 also shows how
� metrics calculations are done from an intermediate stage and � met-
rics calculations are done from the initial stage forM = 1, 2, 3.
The throughput of the MAP-based SISO decoder is defined by

the number of bits processed, N , divided by the latency LAsiso, i.e,
throughput = N=LAsiso. LAsiso is clearly dependent on the clock
period, tclock, which is again dependent on the delay in the recursive
loops of the �, �, and dummy-� calculations. Since the computation
units are pipelined toM levels, tclock is inversely proportional toM .
Apart from tclock, and the number of outputs N , LAsiso is also a
function of the latency due to use of pipelined computation units, �,

Fig. 3. SW configuration for � = 3=2,M = 1.

and the overhead due to data loading before beginning of � computa-
tion plus the time to complete the computation of the last block. For
� = p=q, the overhead for each of theM blocks is 2q � 1 time slots
prior to start of the computation and p additional time slots to finish
the computation. The latency of the decoder is then

LAsiso = N +M(p+ 2q � 1) �
L

q
+� � tclock

= N +ML � + 2�
1

q
+� � tclock: (2)

While LAsiso increases with increase of � and decreases with increase
of M , the effect of � is not as significant as the effect of M . As M
increases, tclock reduces by a factor of M , and the overhead and �
increases by a factor ofM . Thus for large values of N , increasingM
to increase the throughput is still the best option. However, in order that
an output be generated in every clock cycle, the computation units have
to be provided with a large volume of data. The subbanked memory
structure described in Section III provides a mechanism to achieve the
high memory bandwidth required for high throughput SISO decoding.

III. SUB-BANKED STRUCTURE FOR SISO DECODERS

For a givenN ,L, � andM , our aim is to design sub-bankedmemory
configurations that are able to provide multiple data simultaneously
(from memory) such that the computation units can each generate an
output in every cycle (= tclock). Assume that each sub-bank supports
1 acccess per cycle. The optimal memory configuration is then the
sub-banked structure that meets this requirement with minimum total
memory and minimum number of sub-banks. In this section, we pro-
vide a detailed analysis for the case M = 1. If M > 1, the optimal
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Fig. 4. Results for the optimal sub-banked configuration forM = 1 as a function of �. (a) Sub-bank size. (b) Number of sub-banks. (c) Total memory size.

number of sub-banks is the same as the M = 1 case, but the size of
each sub-bank isM times larger.

A. Optimal Single-Port Sub-Banking for � = p=q,M = 1

In order to derive the optimal sub-banking structure, we make use
of Fig. 3 and the following notation: Define �i and �i as the actual
� and � metrics calculation for block Di. Let �d(i; k) be the dummy
� calculation needed to start �i, where k varies from q to 1. �d(i; k)
is performed on Di+k . For the case when q = 1 (corresponding to
� = 1; 2; 3; . . .), there is only one value of k(= 1) and �d(i; 1) is
represented as �d(i).Exi is defined as the soft output of the blockDi,
also known as extrinsic output, and is calculated using �i and �i. The
processing time of a block, represented by a time-slot in Fig. 3, is the
maximum time required to process �i, �d(i; k), �i andExi or to store
Di.
�Memory: After the dummy � metric calculations on q data blocks

are finished, the actual � metric calculation on p data blocks starts. �
is calculated first in the pth data block, then in the (p� 1)th data block
and so on. � is calculated in an order opposite to that of �. Since, the
calculation of the extrinsic information Exi requires both �i and �i,
all the � metrics for the p data blocks needs to be stored in p sub-
banks. One additional sub-bank is needed to store the newly calculated
�metrics since it is calculated continuously. Therefore, a total ofU� =
(p+ 1) sub-banks are required for � metric calculation and storage.
Data Memory: For the sake of analysis, we consider p data blocks

as a group. Then, the starting coordinate of dummy � calculation for the
nth group isPn = (np�q; np+q), wheren = 1; 2; . . . ; bK=pc. Thus,
(np � q) is the time-slot at which the dummy calculations starts, and
during this time-slot, data block (np+ q) is stored into a data memory
sub-bank in reverse order. Note that dummy calculations are done di-
rectly on this data. Also, data block (np+ q � 1) should have already
been stored into a data memory sub-bank.
Let Oxm be the time interval for the mth group such that the data

in one or more sub-banks are obsolete. The coordinates at which �
calculation begin, i.e., the end of � metric calculation and dummy �
calculation, is (mp;mp). Once the � calculation of one data block
finishes, the extrinsic information for this data block also finishes, and
the corresponding sub-bank contains obsolete data. Thus this sub-bank
is available for new data at time-slotmp+ 1. Thus Oxm lies between
time-slot mp + 1 and (m + 1)p, i.e., Oxm 2 [mp + 1; (m + 1)p],
where m = 1; 2; . . . ; bK=pc.
By analyzing the relationship between the sub-banks that contain

obsolete data and the starting point of dummy calculation, we can de-
termine the number of sub-banks that are needed to store data. For any
m, we can find a Pn that falls inside the time intervalOxm. Therefore,
Pn satisfies the following constraint:mp+ 1 � np� q � (m+ 1)p.
Since n is an integer, we have n = dm + (q + 1)=pe. The number
of time-slots, B, when the data becomes obsolete before the dummy �

TABLE I
OPTIMAL MEMORY LAYOUT FOR � = 2,M = 1

starts for Pn is given by B = (np � q) � (mp + 1). Since data in
one sub-bank is processed per time-slot, the number of sub-banks that
contain the obsolete data is the same as the number of time-slots B.
In order to calculate the minimum number of sub-banks that are

needed to store data, we need to calculate the amount of “live” data.
Consider processing of data blocksmp+ 1 to (m+ 1)p. At this time,
calculations on data block (m � 1)p is completed. To start the pro-
cessing of dummy � at Pn we need to store data in the sub-banks up
to np+ q� 1. Therefore, the total number of sub-banks to be stored in
the memory is (np + q � 1)� (m � 1)p.
Since B sub-banks contain obsolete data, the minimum number of

sub-banks that are needed to store input data is

Udata = [(np+ q � 1)� (m� 1)p]�B = p+ 2q: (3)

Therefore, the total number of sub-banks is

Utotal = U� + Udata = 2(p+ q) + 1: (4)

The optimal memory configuration for � therefore consists of 2(p +
q) + 1 sub-banks: p+ 1 sub-banks are used for � metrics and p+ 2q
sub-banks are used to store input data. Fig. 4(a) and (b) describes the
size of each sub-bank and the number of sub-banks as a function of �.
Since the sub-bank size is a function of L=q, the sub-bank size is the
same for all � that have the same q (such as � = 1=2; 3=2; . . .).
Total Memory: The total memory requirement for different � values

is derived as follows. Each word in � memory is of sizeW� and con-
tains the � values for all the states in one stage or the trellis. Similarly,
each word in data memory is of size Wdata and contains the branch
metrics for all the states in one stage of trellis. The total memory for
the optimal configuration is the sum of the � memory and the data
memory (L=q [(p+ 2q) �Wdata + (p+ 1) �W�]).
Optimal values of Wdata and W� have been derived in [9] based

on BER requirements. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that each
stage of � memory is of sizeW and each stage of data memory is of
size 2W . Therefore, the total memory can be defined as

Total memory =
(3p+ 4q + 1)WL

q
: (5)
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Fig. 5. Results for the nonoptimal sub-banked configuration as a function of number of sub-banks for � = 2,M = 1. (a) Total memory size. (b) Normalized
throughput. (c) Normalized memory energy.

Note that the size of the memory can be reduced if some of the stages
are not stored and data is recomputed on-the-fly from raw input [2].
Fig. 4(c) describes the variation in the total memory size as a function

of �. While the memory size increases with increase in �, the number
of memory accesses is the same for � � 1. This is because the memory
accesses are needed only for the forward and backward recursion cal-
culations (the dummy calculations do not need any access; they can be
done in parallel with data memory writes).
The variation in memory energy for � � 1 is likely to be very

small. Assuming that the memory access energy increases by 30% as
the memory size increase by a factor of two, the variation in access en-
ergy of the sub-banks is likely to be compensated by the overhead due
to use of multiple sub-banks. The variation in computation energy is a
lot more significant. As � increases, the total number of dummy calcu-
lation (= N=�) decreases, and the computation energy decreases.
Example: Optimal single-port sub-banked structure for � = 2
Table I shows the single-port sub-bank structure for � = 2,M = 1

[Fig. 2(b)]. The optimal configuration consists of seven memory sub-
banks: four sub- banks are needed for storing input data (shown under
data memory column) and three sub- banks are needed for � metrics
(shown under � memory column). No sub-bank is required for storing
�d(i) because only the last dummy metric value is needed. There is
also no need to store �i as it is immediately used up for the calculation
ofExi. As soon asExi for data block i is generated, the corresponding
data and � values are obsolete and are replaced by the new values. A
“+” sign in Table I shows a write pointer while a “-” sign shows a read
pointer, those sub-banks without a “+” or “-” sign remain unchanged
during the time slot. The total number of � and � calculations is the
same as the data frame size. Dummy-� calculations are done in every
other time-slot.

B. Optimal Dual-Port Sub-Banking for � = p=q,M = 1

Unlike the single-port memory where we need an extra sub-bank
to store the newly calculated � metrics or input data, in the dual-port
memory, the newly calculated � metric or input data can be written
into the sub-bank which contains the obsolete � metric or data. The
dual access capability results in one less memory sub-bank for both
� memory and data memory. Therefore, the total number of dual-port
sub-banks is 2(p+q)�1. The optimal dual-port sub-banking structure
requires total memory of (3p+ 4q � 2)WL=q.
Fig. 4 also describes the sub-bank size, number of sub-banks and

total memory size as a function of � for dual-port memories. While
the total memory size in LW units is lower for dual-port memories,
the area of each cell in a dual-port memory is larger, making the ac-
tual silicon area of dual-port memory larger. In fact, analysis of the
throughput, area, and power consumption of single-port and dual-port
structures showed that the single-port sub-banking structure performs

better than the dual-port sub-banking structure in terms of throughput,
power consumption, and area.

C. Effect of Nonoptimal Memory Configuration

If the number of sub-banks is smaller than the optimal, the
throughput, total memory size and memory energy are affected. This
is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the case of � = 2. The throughput has been
normalized with respect to the throughput of the optimal configuration
for � = 2. If the number of sub-banks is reduced from 7 (optimal) to 5,
the throughput can be maintained only if the size of each sub-bank is
increased significantly. This causes a significant increase in memory.
If the number of sub-banks is reduced to (say) 3, then the total memory
size is not affected as much but the throughput drops by a factor of 2.
Thus there is a large price to be paid if the number of sub-banks is less
than the optimal for a given �.

D. Tradeoffs

In the memory design space exploration, we have considered three
optimization parameters: throughput, memory size and energy. As �
increases, the throughput reduces slightly, the memory size increases
[Fig. 4(c)] and the overall energy reduces (since computation energy
reduces and memory energy increases mildly). Thus choice of � de-
pends on the relative importance of these parameters. We ignore the
effect of coding performance on � since BER decreases very mildly
with increase in �.
For a fixed �, the proposed optimal sub-banked memory configura-

tion achieves the highest throughput, lowest memory size and lowest
energy. However, if there are additional architectural constraints, such
as memory size or number of sub-banks, then analysis such as the one
presented in Fig. 5 will help in choosing the right configuration.

E. Comparison With Previous Work

Multiple sub-bank memory organizations of APP decoder were pro-
posed in [4] and [5]. The SW structure used in [4], [5] is actually the
case � = 1 in this paper. While our optimal sub-banking structure for
� = 1 requires three single port memory sub-banks to store input data
and two sub-banks to store �memory, the configuration in [4] requires
three sub-banks to store input data and only one sub-bank to store com-
puted�. While the number of sub-banks in [4] is smaller, the number of
simultaneous operations is larger. In each time-slot, new data is loaded
into a sub-bank, and �, dummy-�, � metrics and extrinsic informa-
tion are calculated. The reduction in number of sub-banks to store �
is achieved by using a unique type of RAM with read-modify-write
access in a single cycle. If instead one additional � memory bank is
introduced, the writing of new data or � value becomes independent
of the active read operations, and the access for each stage can be re-
duced to one per memory sub-bank as demonstrated in this paper. [5]
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uses dual-port memories to reduce the number of RAMs to three: two
for input data and one for � metrics. This is the same as our dual port
configuration for � = 1. The work presented in [3] describes the vari-
ations in area, throughput and memory energy for monolithic memo-
ries for different values of �. While the throughput variations are very
similar to those presented here, the memory energy is significantly dif-
ferent – sharp increase in [3] vs. almost constant energy with increase
in � in our architecture. This difference could be due to differences in
data access pattern, use of monolithic memory, etc.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the optimal memory sub-bank structure for a MAP-
based SISO decoder that achieves a very high throughput for different
SWconfigurationwas derived. A tradeoff between performance param-
eters such as throughput/decoding latency, and architectural parameters
such as number of sub-banks, memory size, and memory energy was
established.
The SW approach reduced the latency of the SISO decoder

and thereby reduced the overall decoding latency of the iterative
Turbo decoder. For very high throughput Turbo decoders, the in-
terleaver/de-interleaver memory access is clearly a bottleneck.
Interleaving techniques such as those proposed in [10] in conjunction
with the proposed SISO decoder architecture can help realize ultra
high throughput Turbo decoders.
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Instruction Code Mapping for Performance Increase and
Energy Reduction in Embedded Computer Systems

Sri Parameswaran and Jörg Henkel

Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel and fast constructive tech-
nique that relocates the instruction code in such a manner into the main
memory that the cache is utilized more efficiently. The technique is applied
as a preprocessing step, i.e., before the code is executed. Our technique is
applicable in embedded systems where the number and characteristics of
tasks running on the system is known a priori. The technique does not im-
pose any computational overhead to the system. As a result of applying our
technique to a variety of real-world applications we observed through simu-
lation a significant drop of cachemisses. Furthermore, the energy consump-
tion of the whole system (CPU, caches, buses, main memory) is reduced by
up to 65%. These benefits could be achieved by a slightly increased main
memory size of about 13% on average.

Index Terms—Cache memories, energy conservation, low power.

I. INTRODUCTION

In embedded systems containing a memory hierarchy, the perfor-
mance can often be improved by reducing the overhead of instruction
cache misses. Along with that often comes also a reduction in energy
consumption of the whole system: assumed, a basic system consists at
least of a CPU, an instruction cache, a main memory and a bus system,
then the following mechanisms can reduce the power/energy consump-
tion of the whole system:

• lesser cache misses lead to lesser main memory accesses and
thus to a reduced energy consumption of the main memory;

• reduced cache misses decreases the traffic on the bus and thus
the energy/power consumption on the buses;

• lesser waiting cycles will be imposed to the CPU and such re-
ducing the CPU energy/power consumption.

The potential savings in energy vary by system. As an example, Liu et
al. have estimated for memories that the total power savings can be up
to 70% of the total power [4].
Cache misses can be classified as follows: compulsory misses, con-

flict misses, and capacity misses. A compulsory miss occurs when an
instruction or data is referenced for the first time, a conflict miss oc-
curs when data or instruction compete for the same cache location, and
a capacity miss occurs when the size of the cache is too small for the
amount of memory needed to execute the program under considera-
tion. New processor architectures alongwith their application inmobile
computing/communication/internet devices demand efficient cache ar-
chitectures. To satisfy the fast access demands of the system, direct
mapped caches are commonly used. While these satisfy the speed con-
straints, they increase the amount of conflict misses, since there is no
alternate position for the requested data or instruction to occupy the
cache (as is the case in set associative cache design). Modern proces-
sors contain both an instruction cache and a data cache. There have
been several differing methods to reduce cache misses in both.
In our I-CoPES methodology, which is described in this paper, a

novel scheme is introduced to reduce the before-mentioned instruc-
tion miss conflict. Our methodology uses a constructive algorithm to
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